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Purpose of Exercise� Major aspect of the Framework revision � Harmonization of Functions = “make the 
functions under each Service have the same 
structure”� In the future, harmonized functions (called 
“labeled functions”) will be amenable to 
automation
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All Services [SVC] should have the following Function elements:

1. DEFINES [SVC] requirements

2. SELECTS [SVC] (input, process, and output) parameters

3. INPUTS [SVC] in accordance with the above 

4. PROCESSES [SVC] Functions

5. OUTPUTS [SVC] in accordance with the above

6. LINKS [SVC] to other (named) Services

HARMONIZATION of (Labeled) Service FUNCTIONS
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Defines: Privacy and privacy-related requirements come in many forms, including as 
principles, practices, and legal or regulatory requirements. Cull through these formal and 
informal requirements for the pertinent list of requirements.

Selects: As part of identifying the operational functions needed, the functional parameters 
for input, process, and output need to be identified to assist in setting the scope of the 
Service.

Inputs: Before each appropriate Service function is executed, the specific parameters 
necessary to the operation of that function need to be identified as source for the Service 
processing.

Processes: Each Service function is executed, operating on the parameters that were 
previously agreed as Input, and to prepare for the agreed Output.

Outputs: After each Service function is executed, relevant operational results are produced 
as a product of the Service processing.

Links: Since privacy management is a life cycle issue, the various Services are 
interconnected, with specific Services immediately connected to others from an Input and 

Output perspective.

Canonical Function Definitions
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From Framework 1.1 Operator SVC new execution text

Defines AUD requirements

Selects AUD parameters for Input, Process, and Output

Inputs AUD log of PI, agreement and preference

Provides authentication

Provides authorization Processes AUD authentication and authorization

Associates audit with PI Processes AUD of association with PI

Traces PI processing

Traces agreement processing 

Traces preference processing Processes AUD of PI, agreement, and preference

Consolidates views of PI Outputs AUD reports on consolidated views of PI

Links AUD to Certification, Control, Validation and Access

Audit: Example Harmonization
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Service Harmonization

Service [XYZ]:

Definition [XYZ_DEF]

Expansion [XYZ_EXP]

Requirements [XYZ_REQ]

Functions [XYZ_FNC]

Defines, Selects, Inputs, Processes (repeated), 
Outputs, Links


